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In the three previous articles in this series I wrote about my half-century of experience in writing EFL 

textbooks (lots of them), and a bit about related roles – consultant, editor and promoter. I mentioned 

also being for many years (well, three decades) a language centre director and classroom teacher, which 

is the ultimate perspective on textbooks – their selection, use and evaluation in practice. In this final 

article, I’ll sum up my observations on EFL textbooks under two general thoughts: “Good (and bad) EFL 

textbooks are the product of many actors and factors” (i.e. It’s complicated), and “Even the best EFL 

textbooks aren’t the main key to best learning outcomes” (i.e. It’s teachers that teach, not textbooks). 

 

1 Good (and bad) EFL textbooks are the product of many actors and factors 

The main actors determining the nature and quality of EFL textbooks are: 

 Publishers. These are usually commercial companies, but sometimes institutions, like universities or 

ministries of education. They’re composed (or should be) of ELT publishing experts including project 

managers (called ‘publishers’ within publishing companies), editors, and marketing and sales staff. 

Publishers usually have the initial, main and final say on everything in each textbook project. 

 Writers. Some write only one book or series, some two or three, and some many, perhaps for different 

publishers (like me). Most do EFL textbook writing as a secondary activity (with teaching, teacher 

training, applied linguistics, etc., as their main activities), but a few live mainly off EFL textbook 

writing. Writers can have a very big say in a textbook project if the publisher allows that, but 

sometimes they have to produce material according to strict guidelines from the publisher/editor.  

 Users. ELT coordinators and EFL teachers, who select and reject textbooks, determine their 

commercial success or failure (i.e. their sales) and influence the types of books publishers offer. Of 

course, sales aren’t always a good measure of quality (some best-selling books are used mainly where 

few students actually learn English), but textbooks that sell very well tend to become models for 

future projects of most publishers, who identify markets and market segments as generally 

‘conservative’, ‘progressive’, ‘grammar-focused’, ‘communication-focused, etc. 

Obviously, commercial publishers are all in business, seeking profits, but they vary considerably in their 

orientations and policies (or business plans). Some publishers are very short-term commercial, sticking 

to conservative books for large conservative markets, or safe bets on smaller market segments that are 

virtually captive or nobody else is attending to. They’re “purveyors of old methodology”, seldom if ever 

“promoters of state-of-the-art methodology”. 

Other publishers have longer term visions and business plans. They too usually have some conservative 

textbooks, often including one or more that were first published over a decade ago and are still selling 

well, all of which guarantee reliable income. But they also take risks on some quite progressive 

textbooks, usually based on predictions of what the market will be open to, or actually demand, in 

coming years. Some of these progressive books don’t sell well (though publishers usually manage to 

lose little or no investment and actually make some profit), but some do, and a few eventually become 



the books that are still selling well one, two or more decades after they were first published, perhaps 

with a changed title or with “Second Edition” or “Third Edition” attached. 

Overall, publishers produce many more conservative textbooks than progressive ones (whatever the 

blurb on the back cover says – “communicative”, “task-based”, “learner-centred” – ha ha!), and that’s 

largely because markets tend to be conservative, especially in regions like Latin America (as opposed to 

parts of Europe). There’s still some demand for textbooks like the better structural-situational or early 

CLT ones published in the 1970s and 80s (that is, books published today very like those old PPP books). 

Which brings us to writers: someone has to write the old-fashioned or conservative textbooks still 

published today. There’s a market for them, publishers see the market, and they seek and contract 

writers to produce manuscripts. Those writers are either very conservative ELTers themselves (probably 

in the best possible way if a decent publisher has contracted them), or they put their progressive 

inclinations (or even convictions) to one side while they put their nose to the grindstone, follow the 

publisher’s conservative template, and make some money. 

Of course, there isn’t a border wall between conservative and progressive: even very progressive ELT 

includes, or admits, a lot that’s virtually timeless ELT good sense, creativity, pragmatics and so on, and 

even very conservative ELT may admit some innovative and imaginative elements. The writers of 

generally, and perhaps openly, conservative textbooks sometimes surprise us with their imaginative 

and effective handling of what they had to do (you could say “This book would have been fantastic if it 

had been published in 1990… and it’s not that bad today”). And the writers of textbooks that purport 

to be progressive sometimes disappoint us with material for clearly conservative ELT (though that may 

be because their publisher and editor twisted their arms or their original manuscripts somewhat). 

Textbook writing nirvana for authors who have themselves reached a progressive state of ELT, including 

learner-centredness, is when a project is intended to be progressive and for a fairly well-defined learner 

population, and the publisher and editor are strongly behind it. That could be, for example, a 

progressive intermediate level business English book, or a series of books, starting at beginner level, for 

Latin American teenagers in decent learning conditions (3+ hours per week, groups of under 30 

students, trained teachers with B2+ English, etc.). Who should the writers of such textbooks be? 

Logically, people who have considerable experience in teaching those types of classes and/or 

considerable experience observing them. 

That often isn’t the case, and simply can’t always be with internationally sold textbooks. Some of the 

books you use or have used here in Latin America may have author information on the back cover like 

this: “Jane Smith has extensive experience teaching in schools in Switzerland, Qatar, Thailand and 

Japan” (all expensive private schools, of course, and Jane has no experience at all with Latin American 

students). Did any of the teachers in Japan that used the first books I co-authored know I and my co-

authors had experience only in Spain (just me) and Mexico? 

Which brings us to teachers and others who select and use textbooks. In 1811 Joseph de Maistre wrote 

“Toute nation a le gouvernement qu'elle mérite”, and there’s some truth in saying that teachers in 

general get the textbooks they deserve. If most teachers (or coordinators and ELT managers) want 

conservative textbooks focused mainly on and working deductively through the grammar of English, 

with ‘communicative’ tasks largely at the service of that grammar work, rather than more communicative, 

inductive and learner-centred textbooks, then publishers will mainly publish and sell such books (which 



is, in fact, what happens). Teachers who want to take a more communicative, inductive and learner 

centred approach have to search hard and pray for more appropriate books, or adapt and supplement 

the least conservative books they can find, dissatisfied though they may be with them. 

 

2 Even the best EFL textbooks aren’t the key to best learning outcomes 

“Teach the language, not the book”, says the old ELT adage. Indeed, textbooks should be, and be used 

as, aids and resources only. Perhaps based on that, some EFL teacher training courses pay little or 

almost no attention to textbooks (which is a pity because textbooks can be very useful when well used, 

or they can be a bad influence to be resisted). Nonetheless, many teachers use their textbooks as sacred 

scriptures, sometimes through mistaken conviction (“This is an excellent textbook and it gives me all 

and only what I need”), and sometimes through that and laziness, or laziness alone (“I go through the 

book task by task, page by page, lesson by lesson, and it works well”). Some publishers even produce 

textbooks specifically for such unthinking or lazy teachers: the material consists of a series of PPP 

(presentation-practice-production/skills) sequences which teachers can go through without planning at 

all or thinking much.  

But even in the above cases different teachers interpret the sacred (or convenient) scripture differently. 

Some do memorization and recitation of bits of the scripture, others go into grammar-translation 

extension work, others into structural situational extension work, and others into CLT-PPP extension 

work. Between what writers, editors and publishers intended in a textbook and the course it’s used in 

comes the teacher’s use and interpretation of the book. The same textbook may be used in very 

different courses, and ELT is realized through courses, not textbooks, even when teachers think they’re 

using the book as the course. 

In whatever context (a semi-bilingual primary school, a regular secondary school, a technical institute, 

a language centre, etc.), the best possible learning outcomes (and the worst ones), don’t appear to 

come mainly from the textbooks used but from the teachers and the learners. As mentioned above, the 

same textbook may be used in very different courses and, even in the same type of context, some 

courses may have very good learning outcomes while others have very bad ones. In other words, using 

the same textbook, one teacher, or group of teachers in an institution, may create engaging, 

communicative, practical courses clearly related to the students and their needs and get their 

collaboration, while another teacher or group of teachers may create heavy, ‘academic’, unrealistic 

courses unrelated to the students and their needs and fail to engage them and get their collaboration. 

In both cases, the teacher or group of teachers have probably used, omitted and supplemented the 

textbook material, but in very different ways. In short, teachers are much more significant (for better 

or worse) than textbook writers and publishers.  

 

Summing up and concluding 

Teachers are much more important for good learning outcomes than textbooks (or ‘programmes’, etc.), 

and up-dated, progressive teachers are generally more effective than out-dated, conservative ones. 

However, many of the latter are effective teachers because effective teaching doesn’t depend only on 

the most solid applied linguistics theories and latest methodological trends but also on virtually timeless 

ELT good sense, creativity, pragmatics and so on, and on teacher personality, especially the ability to 

relate to students (and some progressive teachers get poor results because of that). 



After teachers (and teaching-learning conditions, some of which in Latin America and elsewhere, are 

virtually impossible to work in), textbooks can be very important. They can provide hard-working 

teachers with little time to plan lessons fully with a good basis to work from and produce ‘express’ 

lesson plans. They can give teachers with little or no training but good English acceptable activities and 

methodology (both through the student’s book and the teacher’s guide) and even help turn them into 

decent teachers without ever taking a full EFL teacher training programme. Progressive textbooks can 

push teachers professional development forwards and stop them from stagnating in the ELT of their 

initial training (perhaps 20 or 30 years before today’s date). To do all that, textbooks have to be quite 

good, of course. 

There are many good international EFL textbooks, but local teachers have to adapt and supplement 

them a lot if they’re to give their students the best possible courses and get the best possible learning 

outcomes. A given textbook can’t be used appropriately in almost exactly the same way in Japan, 

Thailand, Turkey, Germany, Mexico and Brazil, or even in Tijuana, Guadalajara and Tapachula, can it? 

The best textbooks for definable student populations are books written, from experience, for those 

specific student populations, i.e. textbooks that are, as far as possible, learner-centred. Good 

international ESP textbooks, especially from upper elementary level onwards, when native language 

matters less and less, are such books – English for Business, or Medicine, or Travel and Hospitality, or 

Engineering, etc. Especially at beginner and elementary level, textbooks written for learners with 

certain native languages or language families may be useful – learners who speak Arabic, or Malay-

Indonesian, or Chinese languages, or, of course, Latin American Spanish and Portuguese. And textbooks 

for regions with different likely uses of English: I’ve repeatedly contrasted Europe (where many people 

travel from and to Britain and Ireland, other countries where English is the main lingua franca, and 

study, work or retire abroad within Europe) and Latin America (where very few people travel, study, 

work or retire abroad, and English is used mainly for higher studies or training and work). 

The ideal textbook for Latin American medical students starting English again at beginner-elementary 

level would be one combining all the above, considering native language (Spanish or Portuguese), likely 

general use of English (mainly for study-work-professional updating in their own country, not travel and 

stays abroad), and definite specific use of English (for medicine). For most publishers, that might mean 

too much market segmentation, not commercially convenient. But a Mexican university has turned EFL 

textbook publisher and done it – the Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Hidalgo. 

In my last five years of ELT work, I had the good fortune to be the editor and main author of Make It 

Real! English for Higher Education in Latin America, which is what its title says and has ESP material for 

six professional areas (including health sciences) on its online platform. I was paid fees for my work and 

get no royalties, so I’m not mentioning this textbook series out of pecuniary self-interest. No, my 

interest and hope is that commercial (or Latin American university) publishers will start producing more 

EFL textbooks specifically for Latin America, and for important student populations within Latin 

America. I want Make It Real! English for Higher Education in Latin America to face worthy competition! 
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